3. MISCELLANEOUS.

(a) FVs taken today: Four.

One FV from 9th Btry, 17 FA, 17 SS Division stated that the 1st and 7th 105mm Artillery was in this area. Same FV stated that one Battalion "Das Reich" Panzer Division was now in this area.

(b) Long range enemy Artillery fire was scattered over our sector during this period.

(c) A survey shows that six (6) enemy tanks and one assault gun were destroyed during the period.

(d) One of our Regt AT guns, including prime mover and ammunition was captured by the enemy at Lelonde (367757).
3. **MISCELLANEOUS.**

   (a) *Planes taken today*: Four.
   One FW from 9th Bty, 17 FA, 17 SS Division stated that the 1st and 7th 105mm Artillery was in this area. Same FW stated that one Battalion "Das Reich" Pz Division was now in this area.

   (b) Long range enemy Artillery fire was scattered over our sector during this period.

   (c) A survey shows that six (6) enemy tanks and one assault gun were destroyed during the period.

   (d) One of our Regt1 AT guns, including prime mover and ammunition was captured by the enemy at Lalonde (557757).
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